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Course Instructors: Zahan Malkani and Alex Ji
Faculty Sponsor: Risa Wechsler

Course Goals

This course teaches essential computer skills for researchers in the natural sciences. The goal is to
help students who have taken some computer science take their programming skills to a research
based environment that uses a UNIX-like operating system. The course is loosely based on the
Software Carpentry program.

By the end of this course, you should be a self-sufficient programmer and software user. This
means that you will be able to:

1. Write maintainable, well-tested, and well-documented code

2. Effectively utilize existing code and outside libraries

3. Use UNIX-like environments efficiently

4. Create readable plots

5. Apply these skills to many different programming environments and languages

These are skills that are useful for anyone working in a UNIX-like environment, especially students
thinking about doing research in astrophysics, cosmology, or particle physics.

Prerequisites and Laptops

Programming at the CS106A level or above. This means you understand basic programming (con-
trol statements, loops, variables, methods/functions, etc), object oriented programming (writing
classes, extending classes), good programming style (variable names, decomposition, etc), and have
had significant debugging experience.

Laptops are required for this class. If you do not have a laptop, talk to the course instructors
and we’ll find a way to get you one for the quarter.
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Course Format and Grading

This class meets Tuesday 4:15-5:30PM and Thursday 4:15-6:05PM. Tuesdays are lectures, and
Thursdays are problem set sessions. Lecture format will generally be 10-20 minutes of lectures
followed 5 minutes of individual work. Problem set sessions will have a list of problems for you to
work on with the TAs present to help you out.

This is a 2-unit CR/NC class. To get credit for this class, you must have attended and been an
active participant in at least 9 of the 10 lectures. You must have completed all 9 of the problem
sets.

In addition to the class times, you will occasionally be asked to watch some lectures online or
look up some documentation yourself. Subsequent lectures will assume that you have looked over
this material.

The Thursday problem set time is highly recommended, but it is not mandatory. If you are
present and actively working for the full class time, you will receive credit for that week’s problem
set, even if you don’t finish. (You are of course encouraged to complete the rest of the problems
on your own time.) If you miss a Thursday problem set session, you will be required to complete
the entire problem set on your own time and submit that to the course instructors by pushing it
to the relevant Mercurial repository (this will be covered in lecture 2).

In total, we don’t expect this class to require more than 6 hours a week of your time, which is
what you should expect for a 2 unit class.

Course Outline

• Week 1 (3/29): Basic UNIX-like Commands and Python

– Navigating the Filesystem

– Python scripts, functions, and more

• Week 2 (4/5): Version Control with Mercurial

– Understanding Version Control

– Mercurial basics

– Pipes and Redirection, Permissions, Job Control

• Week 3 (4/12): Software Testing with unittest (or nose if we can get it installed on AFS)

– Motivations for software testing

– Using unittest

– Python class

• Week 4 (4/19): Data Analysis and Plot Making – Guest Lecturer Dr. Matthew Bellis

– Principles of making plots

– Interpreting plots

– Creating plots in matplotlib
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• Week 5 (4/26): Advanced Data Structures

– lists and tuples

– dictionaries

– sets

– stacks and queues

– arrays

• Week 6 (5/3): Reading and Writing Documentation

– More numpy and matplotlib

• Week 7 (5/10): Understanding Code from Other People – Guest Lecturer Dr. Matthew Turk

– Introduction to regular expressions with grep and find

• Week 8 (5/17): Shell Scripting and awk – Guest Lecturer Professor Risa Wechsler

– What is a shell?

– bash scripting

– using awk to process simple data

• Week 9 (5/24): Moving to new languages and environments

– Examples: IDL, MATLAB, ROOT/C++, and maybe Mathematica or R

– Compiled vs Interpreted languages

– Make overview

• Week 10 (5/31): Wrapping up

– Moving from a classroom environment to a research environment

– Basic GPU Programming and/or Threading, if time allows
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